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MCnet RTN (2007–2010)
2.6.1 Milestones

Year 4: Completion of a systematic review of the results of the network’s

event generators after tuning, their commonalities and differences and

detailed comparison with the early LHC data. Submission for publication

in a peer-reviewed journal.
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MCnet RTN (2007–2010)

• 15 authors, ≤ 1 month each

+  dedicated 3-day meeting for final editing



MCnetITN (2013–2016)
B.4.4.2 Deliverables

• a web-based ‘living review’ of Monte Carlo physics and event 

generator results. 

As part of our previous network, we wrote an extensive review of event

generator physics. We will extend this further by producing an interactive

and ‘living’ resource in which the physics points are demonstrated by

online applications, for example with the possibility to make distributions

using various modified parton shower algorithms, and in which

comparison plots are automatically updated as new data sets, new event

generator versions, or even new event generators, are released. This

activity will naturally involve all our projects.
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MCnetITN (2013–2016)

• Can we reuse text of review with “live” figures 

provided by MCPLOTS ?

– constantly updated with latest version and default 

parameters

– configurable by reader for non-standard 

settings/parameters

• cached for future readers

• Who can do this?

• Do we need a dedicated meeting?

– If so, we have resources to fund it, but where and 

when?



MCnetITN3 (2017–2020) ?         
2.3.1 Dissemination of the research results

The interactive tutorials of our Annual Schools can also be seen as part of

our dissemination strategy, which have a significant impact on the

students at the school and, through them, their research groups. In the new

network, we will develop this further to have a much wider and more

lasting impact on the whole community, by restructuring our tutorials

into interactive online courses, dynamically linked with the online

review. This will enable any PhD student in High Energy Physics and

related subjects around the world to quickly get started using our

generators, and learn the underlying physics. Thus we will leave a legacy

not only of our research output but also our training output.




